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Introduction
• This presentation illustrates the channels, causes,
and consequences of Wrongdoings in Procurement
through the story of hydroelectric dams in Paraguay.
• Itaipú and Yacyretá, massive infrastructure projects
started in the 1980s.
• Most of the ingredients of interest: widespread
corruption and abuses of public money, facilitated by
weak or inexistent legal and political institutions, and
long term adverse effects on the development
trajectory of the Paraguayan society (lock-in effect of
important infrastructure choices).

Framework
• Channels:
– Cartels / bid rigging / Tailored specification / Exception, etc.
– Collusion / corruption

• Causes: despite most countries having imported “best
practices” rules, not always translate in good practices
–
–
–
–

Bad enforcement, inefficiency or corruption of the judicial power
Weakness of auditing institutions
Constraints on contracting forms
Constraints on information availability (on providers, quality of
products) and transmission
– Commitment problems, because of institutional weaknesses,
political instability and opportunism, etc.

Framework
• Consequences:
– Static costs: Over cost / underprovision of public goods, bad
quality of goods and services procured, accidents, etc. (ex:
Olken, 2007)

– Bias in type of goods and services procured (intensive and
extensive margin: some things are not procured at all)
– Dynamic costs: distortions in set of firms providing the
goods. Misallocation of talents, both on intensive (size of
firms) and extensive margins (existence, choice of sectors)

Paraguayan Dams
• In 1970s, Paraguay decided to build two major
hydroelectric power plants:
– Itaipú, on part of Parana River bordering with Brazil, which would
for a long time be the largest one in the world, and
– Yacyretá, about ¼ of production potential of Itaipú, downstream
water on same river, jointly owned with Argentina.

• During Stroessner’s dictatorship. Works planned to
strengthen regime by:
– Using these large scale public works to allocate procurement
contracts to supporters or to buy allegiance from others
– embarking on a large centralized project which would validate
and reinforce the regime’s terror apparatus (Floch, 2013).

Paraguayan Dams
• Construction costs were estimated to reach $20 (Itaipú)
and 15 bn (Yacyretá) (5 times 1989 GDP).
• Carlos Menem (Argentine President 1989-1999) famously
said Yacyretá was a “monument to corruption”.
• A World Bank report later estimated cost overruns of
around US$ 8 bn., and initially planned top height of 83
meters above sea level was only reached in 2011, 28 years
after the start of construction.
• Combination of costs higher than initially envisioned, and
benefits reduced by inability to operate at full capacity has
first order impact on net cost of project mismanagement.

Building and Operating the Dams:
Channels of Wrongdoings
• Multiple channels, covering almost all known forms.
• In construction phase:
– Outright favoritism through the direct allocation of contracts, and
overpricing (a few entrepreneurs became very rich: Wasmosy,
president 1993-1998)
– Direct siphoning of resources without counterpart (estimated
wealth of Stroessner family: estimated at US$ 5 billions (twice
stock of 2010 public debt and 27% of GDP).)
– Under compliance in contracts requirements: ignoring mandated
environmental studies of impacts (established in 2004 by two
independent panels, WB and IADB, following complaints of
Paraguayan Federación de Afectados por Yacyretá de Itapúa y
Misiones).
– ignoring security requirements for workers (official: 149 deaths in
Itaipú)

Building and Operating the Dams:
Channels of Wrongdoings
• Second aspect of wrongdoings (common in large scale
projects implying long-lasting operational phase):
mismanagement and abuse of institution’s resources
for objectives that differ from its main purpose.
– Both companies used by politicians as reservoir of
complaisance employment for friends, political supporters,
and activists in time of political campaigns. Nov 2013: 1861
employees on Paraguayan side (1441 on Brazilian side).
– Internal procurement lacks transparency (in 2012 Itaipú had
18bn assets, 4bn operating revenues, 2bn net operating
cash flow, compared to 25bn GDP for Paraguay). When
regime changed in 2008, numerous Itaipú providers went
bankrupt.

Building and Operating the Dams:
Channels of Wrongdoings
• Mismanagement and abuse of
institution’s resources for
objectives that differ from its
main purpose.
– Embezzlement through donations
and “foundations” (Tesai
Foundation, created to distribute
Itaipú wealth to address social
needs; elected officials dip into
Tesai for “medical expenditures” on
average once every 4 days). In
2008, no trace of a US$2.4million
lump sum transfer from Itaipú.

Carlos Mateo’s seal “Pague de
su bolsillo”: 30 binders full of
requests for national and
international travel and hotels,
donations of freezers and
outboard engines, cash,
patrols, paving neighborhoods,
building plazas, sports and
religious travel, travel for
beauty queens, and
scholarships to study in Europe

Causes: Paraguay Institutional
Framework
• Paraguay exhibits most of problems in slide 2.
• Projects initially built by dictatorships. 1970s Military
regimes in Argentina, Brazil, and Paraguay did not allow for
independent judiciary, public audit or comptroller units.
• In Paraguay, Stroessner’s Colorado party stayed in power
after the 1989 coup until 2008.
• Public sector inefficiency, corruption, and lack of
transparency in the operation of public companies if
anything became worse (Shleifer and Vishny, 95).
• Paraguayan Govt always took pretext of binational legal
status of dams to refuse to allow independent auditing of
internal practices, or to answer any request of information
(ex: Nov 2013).

Consequences
• Itaipú 20 turbines produce close to 100 TWh yearly. 1
covers country’s energy need. In practice, constrained by
inadequate transmission and distribution capacity.
• Paraguay gives most of its production (9 turbines) away to
its partner Brazil, in exchange for yearly royalties, following
an agreement included in initial treaty signed in 1973.
• Treaty terms historically very unfavorable to Paraguay, and
have been criticized by many internal and external
observers (e.g., Earth Institute, 2013).
• Raises the question of whether procurement choices were
distorted towards projects more open to manipulation but
not priority for the country.

Consequences
• Today Paraguay has one of the highest per capita
generation of electricity, yet resources from this are small.
• Distortions had profound consequences for long term
development prospect of Paraguayan economy.
• Electricity has not reach the firms: 21% of firms expected
to give gifts to get an electrical connection (WBES),
compared with 4% in LAC.
• Outages are frequent and 38% of firms identify electricity
as a major constraint.
• Alby, Dethier and Straub (2013) show that electricityintensive sectors in high-outage countries are
characterized by a significantly lower share of small firms.

Consequences
• Auriol, Straub and Flochel (2012) show that procurement
was politically oriented until 2008.
• Misallocation of talents: prospective entrepreneurs enter
mostly rent-seeking sectors (import) to do business with
Govt., where profits are higher. Export and innovation not
rewarded, with long term growth consequences.
• Straub (2014): this also constrained new Govt after 2008
democratization. Decade-long monopolization of power by
Colorados had left few alternative providers.
• Some efficiency gains (public institutions did less "political
contracts”, used bigger contracts, and more competitive
mechanisms), but binding constraints, related to time
needed for efficient class of entrepreneurs to emerge.

Conclusion
• Corruption is a system rather than a collection of acts,
especially in developing countries.
• It’s often locked-in in the past by important societal
choices, such as large infrastructure investments.
• As such, it may be resistant to a lot of anti-corruption
measures aimed at specific wrongdoings.
• I also has long-term adverse effect even after major
political transitions.

